Global Network Modelling Based on Mininet Approach.
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Categories and Subject Descriptors

2.

C.2.5 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Local and
Wide-Area Networks—Internet; C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Network Operating Systems

Mininet is a rapid prototyping system. The major goal of
the system is fast development of OpenFlow controller applications. OpenFlow controller is a core of Software-Defined
Networking [3]. Mininet represents a new approach in network modelling. The emulation based on network virtualization techniques provides brand new possibilities for network
structure and network operation simulation.
However, the fine-grained packet processing is the only one
requirement for the malware propagation analysis. Other
one is a scale of modelling network. The native limitation of
Mininet having up to 2000 nodes in the emulated network
makes an original version of Mininet hardly applicable to the
considered of malware propagation analysis in the Global
network.
The main idea of Mininet CE is to develop the upper level
software over Mininet that could combine several separate
instances of Mininet into one Cluster.
Mininet CE Supervisor Console is the analog of Mininet
console but it can configure, send commands and show output from several instances of Mininet via SSH. For implementation the SSH session with each Mininet instance in
Mininet CE Paramiko library is used.
Mininet CE cluster node is a virtual or physical machine
with Linux operating system (we use Ubuntu 12.10) with
three packets for the public repository.
Also Mininet CE cluster node must have two active Ethernet interfaces. The first one is to communicate with Mininet
CE supervisor console, the other one is to communicate with
the other cluster nodes.
The connection among Mininet instances in the cluster
makes it possible to use an extra external interface mechanism described in ”examples/hwintf.py” in Mininet distribution.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the Global network operation analysis has
a variety of applications. For example, it occurs to evaluate the effectiveness of the network topology, the location
determining of network security tools, rapid prediction of
malware attacks propagation. In this paper, we focus on a
prediction of malware propagation analysis.
Nowadays malware propagating is a big problem for the
Global Network (under this term we will mean what usually
call Wide Area Network). In this paper we focus on network worm propagation. The network worms activity has
a wide spectrum from just copying itself through network
upto organizing DDoS attacks on the particular resources
and implementing spying activity.
Based on experience of network worm propagation analysis [1], the main requirement for network model is scalability.
Network size covered by model must be 105 - 106 at least.
For example, classic worm epidemic - CodeRed has infected
more than 200 thousand hosts [5]).
This paper proposes a possible solution of this problem
that satisfies all the named requirements, based on network
prototyping system Mininet [2].
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3.

MININET CE DESCRIPTION

EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY

There is the scenario of network operation that will be performed by Mininet CE. Such scenario has to be described
in a special module, which is a part of Mininet CE supervisor console. In this scenario, malware propagation process
should also have been described.
Malware propagation simulation divided into steps. One
propagation step is one full life cycle of malware, which described in detail in first section of this paper. Briefly, we
could describe malware propagation step as follow (see Figure 1). For malware propagation step simulation we need
a description of network worm. In this experiment we simulated the Sasser worm [4].
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The combination of Mininet CE and Malware Propagation
module produce the close infection dynamics. The experimental results are consistent with the expected results, so
the experiment can be considered as successful.

5.

There was described the new version of Mininet for computer cluster, that allow us reproduce the network with such
amount of nodes that hardly was possible before. The possible size of network topology in Mininet CE depends on
number of cluster nodes with Mininet instances. One cluster node could simulate more than thousand hosts, and an
modern server could execute at least 15 cluster nodes: we
get about 15 thousands hosts by server. In collaboration
that Mininet CE is well scaled system on we could simulated really big networks.
By the architecture, Mininet CE saves features of Mininet,
so it do not become clear simulation system, it stay a network prototyping system. That means that we could trust
the results of such simulation and there is no need to prove
correctness and adequacy of built model.
We are very thankful to Nick McKeown, professor in the
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science departments
at Stanford University, who attracted our attention to network simulation by Mininet.

Figure 1: Malware propagation simulation scheme.
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Figure 2: Comparison simulation results to real data
of Sasser worm activity.

To complete preparations for our experiment we took as
input data target selection algorithm and network activity data of the simulated worm. The network activity of
Sasser worm instance data [4] is used for packet generator
and packet sniffer, to simulate self-copping process of Sasser
worm.

4.

CONCLUSION

EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the experiment the model network segment was
built, its topology consist of 7500 nodes. The initial population of the worm consisted from 394 hosts in experimental
network. The propagation speed was one try to propagation
for one propagation step simulation.
We compared the simulation result to growing activity
on port 445 that was observed during the real Sasser worm
propagation in 2004 (Figure 2). Black vertical line shows
the period when Microsoft patch that fix the vulnerability
the used by Sasser worm was installed in observed network.
The black graphic is the graphic Sasser propagation speed.
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